
 

NIRS Quarterly Call 
July 6, 2017 

Call-in number: 866-682-4676 
Link: http://aucd.adobeconnect.com/nirs/ 

Call Agenda 
1. Welcome and Introductions 

2. Reporting to AIDD:  Program Performance Report (PPR) due July 30 

3. Reporting to MCHB: Upload to EHB starts August 15 (Performance Reports must be started) 

4. Topics requested for this call: 

a. End of year report 

b. Follow up survey report 

c. Medium Term (Intermediate) Trainees and LEND grantees - EHB only requires 3 
demographics + discipline, while NIRS trainee form requires much more detail on these 
trainees.  Do LEND grantees typically enter medium term trainees in NIRS or just track 
separately? Where/how?    Activities and LEND grantees - Do most LEND grantees use 
this module?  How?  Does it autopopulate CE or TA forms in EHB? 

d. Is there any consistency in how centers reports data? we expend a lot of effort but at 
AUCD there are conversations that infer that some data is simply developed in June and 
entered.... 

e. When looking at vita's and determining what things can be added into NIRS, for example 
can "Professional Affiliations" be counted as an Activity? 

f. Product data entry error report indicate an error of author type. I don't know how to fix 
this. 

g. I know there is a field somewhere is that long confusing pull-down list that would help 
me create a custom report that sorts posters from presentations in the "Products- 
Conference presentations and posters presented" section, but I can't figure out which 
field it is. 

h. Customized reports 

i. When will NIRS be updated to reflect the new performance measures? Will we be 
receiving training to review the new performance measures and ensure that we collect 
the data for the new performance measures completely and accurately? 

5. Other topics requested were ideas for future NIRS updates, which will be added to our 
ongoing list of requested updates.  

6. Other questions 
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